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Addendum to Commission Meeting for Thursday, December 16, 2010
North Coast District Item Th-11b, CDP Application No. 1-10-005 (CDFG)

Staff is proposing to make minor changes to the December 3, 2010 staff recommendation on
Coastal Development Permit Application No. 1-10-005. The project involves, over a 10-year
period, conducting on-going, region-wide surveys for dwarf eelgrass (Zostera japonica),
temporarily demarcating (with 2-foot-long, 1-inch-diameter plastic PVC piping left in place for
up to one-year post-eradication) and sampling each identified patch, and manually removing the
invasive species wherever it is found using various manual removal techniques.
Since publication of the staff recommendation, staff from the State Lands Commission (SLC)
contacted Coastal Commission staff to inquire about the status of SLC approval for the proposed
project, specifically for the temporary placement of the PVC piping to mark invasive species
removal sites within estuarine habitats of the bay and Eel River estuary. The applicant (CDFG)
subsequently informed staff that it has applied for, but not yet obtained, an amendment to an
existing lease (number PRC 7153) granted to CDFG by the SLC for tidelands within the CDFG’s
Ocean Ranch Unit adjacent to McNulty Slough. The SLC’s approval of the lease amendment is
pending. Therefore, staff recommends adding Special Condition No. 5, which would require that
the applicant submit evidence of SLC’s approval of the proposed project prior to permit
issuance.
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Staff continues to recommend that the Commission approve the project with the special
conditions included in the staff recommendation of December 3, 2010, as modified by the
revisions described below.
I.
REVISIONS TO THE STAFF RECOMMENDATION
The revisions to the staff report dated December 3, 2010, including the addition of special
condition language and related findings, are shown below. Text to be deleted is shown in
strikethrough; text to be added appears in bold double-underline.
•

Add Special Condition No. 5 as follows:

5.

State Lands Commission Review

PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 1-10-005, the
applicant shall submit to the Executive Director a written determination from the State
Lands Commission that:
A.

No State or public trust lands are involved in the development; or

B.

State or public trust lands are involved in the development and all permits required
by the State Lands Commission have been obtained; or

C.

State or public trust lands may be involved in the development, but pending a final
determination an agreement has been made with the State Lands Commission for
the approved project as conditioned by the Commission to proceed without
prejudice to that determination.

•

Add the following Finding No. IV-E on page 15 prior to the current finding IV-E “Other
Approvals.” Renumber the current finding IV-E and IV-F to findings IV-F and IV-G
respectively:

E.

State Waters

The project site is located in an area subject to the public trust. Therefore, to ensure that
the applicant has the necessary authority to undertake all aspects of the project on these
public lands, the Commission attaches Special Condition No. 5, which requires that the
project be reviewed and where necessary approved by the State Lands Commission prior
to the issuance of a permit.
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STAFF REPORT: REGULAR CALENDAR
APPLICATION NO.:

1-10-005

APPLICANT:

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH &
GAME

PROJECT LOCATION:

At various sites within the intertidal zone of
Humboldt Bay and the Eel River estuary,
Humboldt County

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Over a 10-year period, conduct on-going,
region wide surveys for dwarf eelgrass
(Zostera japonica), temporarily demarcate
(with 2-foot-long, 1-inch-diameter plastic
PVC piping left in place for up to one-year
post-eradication) and sample each identified
patch, and manually remove the invasive
species wherever it is found using manual
removal techniques. In addition, allow 29
cubic meters of extracted invasive plant
material and associated mud spoils removed
from mudflats adjacent to Indian Island and
placed in an upland location on the western
side of island under Emergency Permit No.
1-03-017-G to permanently remain.
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LOCAL APPROVALS RECEIVED:

(1) City of Arcata Nature Area Entrance
Permit dated April 29, 2009; and (2)
Humboldt Bay Harbor, Recreation &
Conservation District Administrative Permit
No. 2003-03 (issued October 30, 2003
including Amendment No. 1 issued July 29,
2009 and Amendment No. 2 issued May 27,
2010).

OTHER APPROVALS RECEIVED:

(1) U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service Special
Use Permit (for access to the Humboldt Bay
National Wildlife Area via boat and/or
vehicle); (2) NOAA-Fisheries Informal
Consultation No. I/SWR/2009/07010; (3)
North Coast Regional Water Quality Control
Board WDID No. 1B09081WNHU Waiver;
and (4) U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Permit No. 2003-276780 dated November 2,
2010.

OTHER APPROVALS REQUIRED:

None

SUBSTANTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS:

(1) Emergency Permit File No. 1-02-053-G
(authorized November 1, 2002); (2) Emergency
Permit File No. 1-03-017-G (authorized March 28,
2003); (3) Waiver De Minimis No. 1-08-014-W
(dated September 3, 2008); (4) Waiver De Minimis
No. 1-08-040-W (dated October 17, 2008); (5)
Waiver De Minimis No. 1-09-019-W (dated June
12, 2009); (6) Waiver De Minimis No. 1-10-024-W
(dated August 5, 2010); (7) Humboldt County Local
Coastal Program; (8) City of Arcata Local Coastal
Program; and (9) City of Eureka Local Coastal
Program.

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Commission approve, with special conditions, the coastal
development permit for the Department of Fish and Game’s (DFG’s) dwarf eelgrass
eradication program.
Dwarf eelgrass (Zostera japonica) is a mostly annual, grass-like aquatic plant native to
shallow water, bays, and estuaries of the Asian Pacific that was first detected in
Humboldt Bay in June of 2002 and in the Eel River estuary south of the bay in 2008
(Exhibit Nos. 1-2). The dwarf eelgrass detected in Humboldt County estuaries constitutes
the southern extent of the species’ (introduced) range in the Eastern Pacific, and its
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detection in Humboldt Bay in 2002 marked the first time the species was encountered in
California.
After the initial discovery of the nonnative plant in 2002, representatives from NOAAFisheries, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, DFG, University of California Sea Grant,
Humboldt State University, and U.C. Davis met to assess the available information on Z.
japonica and the extent of its occurrence in Humboldt Bay. A survey was initiated that
covered over 47 km of shoreline and found no additional areas containing dwarf eelgrass
beyond the original population discovered along the western shoreline of Indian Island.
Unlike several major estuaries in the Pacific Northwest, Humboldt Bay does not have a
major infestation of dwarf eelgrass, which makes the prospects for complete eradication
achievable. It was the consensus of this group and additional marine scientists that a
dwarf eelgrass eradication program needed to be undertaken to guard against the
ecological risks associated with a proliferation of dwarf eelgrass in the region and to
ensure the protection of habitat for the region’s native eelgrass, Zostera marina, which
also grows on intertidal mudflats in the area.
Due to the potential ecological impacts that could result from the unchecked spread of
dwarf eelgrass in the region, the Executive Director authorized the DFG to undertake
emergency eradication work of dwarf eelgrass in 2002 and 2003, soon after its initial
discovery in the bay, under Emergency Permit Nos. 1-02-153-G and 1-03-017-G (Exhibit
No. 5). Bay-wide surveys for dwarf eelgrass have occurred every year since the species’
initial detection in the bay in 2002. To date, the nonnative plant has been discovered at a
handful of additional sites in northern Humboldt Bay and the Eel River estuary including
Manila, Mad River Slough, Wallace Ranch, the Arcata Marsh and Wildlife Sanctuary, the
Arcata Wastewater Treatment Plant, and McNulty Slough (Exhibit No. 2). Additional
eradication work has been authorized in these areas under various de minimis waivers
granted over the past three years (see Substantive File Documents, Page 2).
The applicant proposes to continue to survey for dwarf eelgrass in Humboldt Bay and the
Eel River estuary, to eradicate the species wherever it is found using a variety of
eradication techniques, as described in Finding IV-B below, and to monitor for
revegetation in affected areas (Exhibit No. 3). Surveys, monitoring, and eradication
efforts would be conducted between the months of April and December for a period of 10
years.
The purpose of the proposed project is to protect and restore the native species and
natural functions of the intertidal habitats of Humboldt Bay and Eel River estuaries
through the eradication of an exotic plant using various eradication methods. Thus, as the
project is inherently for restoration purposes, staff believes that the proposed exotic plant
removal activities within the environmentally sensitive intertidal habitats are for a use
dependent on the resources of the ESHA, consistent with Section 30240 of the Coastal
Act. Furthermore, the primary purpose of the project is to maintain native marine species
and habitats, including native eelgrass beds and open mudflat intertidal habitat, consistent
with Section 30230 of the Coastal Act.
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As discussed below in Finding IV-C, Section 30230 of the Coastal Act requires that uses
of the marine environment be carried out in a manner that will sustain the biological
productivity of coastal waters and maintain healthy populations of all species of marine
organisms adequate for long-term commercial, recreational, scientific, and educational
purposes. In addition, Section 30240(a) requires that ESHA shall be protected against
any significant disruption of habitat values. Therefore, staff recommends Special
Condition No. 1 to require adherence to the various best management practices proposed
by the applicant, among others, including (a) surveyors shall access Z. japonica sites at
low tides wearing “mudders” or equivalent footwear designed to reduce mudflat
compaction; (b) field crew members shall be trained to recognize and avoid rare plants
and shall avoid trampling of native plants to the maximum extent feasible; (c) hand
trowels shall be used for excavation where feasible in locations where the native
vegetation (e.g., native eelgrass) is in dense association with Z. japonica to minimize the
uprooting of native vegetation; (d) when removing material through excavation, bags of
spoils shall be carried rather than dragged through the mud; (e) all tools, garage bags, and
staking materials shall be removed from the project site after treatment has been
completed; and (f) all spoils generated from excavation activities shall be hauled off-site
for disposal; no additional spoils shall be placed at the upland spoils disposal site on
Indian Island previously authorized under emergency permits in 2002 and 2003. Staff
further recommends Special Condition No. 2 to require submittal of annual monitoring
reports and a final monitoring report to ensure the proposed exotic plant removal will be
successful in restoring native estuarine habitat values as proposed.
Staff believes that the proposed project, as conditioned, is consistent with all applicable
Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. The motion to adopt the staff recommendation
of Approval with Special Conditions is shown below on Page 5.

STAFF NOTES
1. Standard of Review
The proposed project area is located within the boundaries of the cities of Arcata and
Eureka as well as in unincorporated areas of the County of Humboldt. The County and
cities each have a certified local coastal program (LCP), but the project is within areas
shown on State Lands Commission maps over which the state retains a public trust
interest. Therefore, the standard of review that the Commission must apply to the project
is the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. The policies of the certified LCPs may be
used as guidance.

I.

MOTION, STAFF RECOMMENDATION & RESOLUTION

The staff recommends that the Commission adopt the following resolution:
MOTION
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I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development Permit No. 1-10005 pursuant to the staff recommendation.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF APPROVAL
Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in approval of the
permit as conditioned and adoption of the following resolution and findings. The motion
passes only by affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present.
RESOLUTION TO APPROVE THE PERMIT
The Commission hereby approves a coastal development permit for the proposed
development and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the development as
conditioned will be in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.
Approval of the permit complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because
feasible mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially
lessen any significant adverse effects of the development on the environment.
II.

STANDARD CONDITIONS: See Appendix A.

III.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS

1.

Best Management Practices & Project Restrictions

(a)

Surveyors shall access Z. japonica sites at low tides wearing “mudders” or
equivalent footwear designed to reduce mudflat compaction;

(b)

Field crew members shall be trained to recognize and avoid rare plants and shall
avoid trampling of native plants to the maximum extent feasible;

(c)

Hand trowels shall be used for excavation where feasible in locations where the
native vegetation (e.g., native eelgrass) is in dense association with Z. japonica to
minimize the uprooting of native vegetation;

(d)

When removing material through excavation, bags of spoils shall be carried rather
than dragged through the mud;

(e)

All tools, garage bags, and staking materials shall be removed from the project
site after treatment has been completed; and

(f)

All spoils generated from excavation activities shall be hauled off-site for
disposal. No additional spoils shall be placed at the upland spoils disposal site on
Indian Island previously authorized under emergency permits in 2002 and 2003.

2.

Submittal of Annual and Final Monitoring Reports

(a)

The applicant shall provide an annual report to the Executive Director of the
Coastal Commission (care of the North Coast District office) by March 1 of each
year. The report shall discuss compliance with Special Condition No. 1 above. In
addition, the report shall describe:
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(i)

the locations of all dwarf eelgrass patches discovered to date, including
any new patches located in the current monitoring year;

(ii)

the method(s) of eradication implemented at each dwarf eelgrass patch;

(iii)

a quantitative summary of the amount of dwarf eelgrass removed from
each location each year; and

(iv)

a recovery assessment of each treatment site to assess whether the dwarf
eelgrass has been successfully eliminated from the site and whether or not
native estuarine habitat values (e.g., recolonization of the site by native
eelgrass and/or benthic fauna) have been restored in the area following
dwarf eelgrass eradication.

(b)

A final monitoring report prepared by a qualified biologist shall be submitted to
the Executive Director at the end of the 10-year reporting period, by March 1,
2021. The final report must evaluate whether the restoration project has been
unsuccessful, in part, or in whole, in eliminating dwarf eelgrass from each
treatment site or has resulted in habitat degradation at any of the treatment sites.
The report must address all of the monitoring data collected over the 10-year
period.

(c)

If the final monitoring report indicates that the restoration project has been
unsuccessful, in part or in whole, in eliminating dwarf eelgrass from each
treatment site or has resulted in habitat degradation at any of the treatment sites,
the applicant shall submit a revised or supplemental restoration program to
compensate for those portions of the original program which did not meet the
approved goals and objectives. The revised restoration program shall be processed
as an amendment to this coastal development permit, unless the Executive
Director determines that no amendment is legally required.

3.

Coastal Development Permit Termination Date

Coastal Development Permit No. 1-10-005 only authorizes invasive plant survey and
removal activities through December 16, 2020 (10 years from the date of the
Commission’s approval of CDP No. 1-10-005). Additional invasive plant removal
activities after that date shall require a new coastal development permit.
4.

Submittal of Army Corps of Engineers Approval

PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF ANY WORK AUTHORIZED BY THIS
COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT BETWEEN THE DATES OF
NOVEMBER 1, 2015 AND DECEMBER 16, 2020, the permittee shall provide to the
Executive Director a copy of a permit issued by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the
proposed work during the referenced time period, a letter of permission, or evidence that
no permit or permission is required. The applicant shall inform the Executive Director of
any changes to the project required by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Such changes
shall not be incorporated into the project until the applicant obtains a Commission
amendment to this coastal development permit, unless the Executive Director determines
that no amendment is legally required.
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IV.

FINDINGS & DECLARATIONS

The Commission hereby finds and declares as follows:
A.

Environmental Setting & Background

Dwarf eelgrass (Zostera japonica) is a mostly annual, grass-like aquatic plant native to
shallow water, bays, and estuaries of the Asian Pacific that was first detected in
Humboldt Bay in June of 2002 and in the Eel River estuary south of the bay in 2008, at
various sites in McNulty Slough (Exhibit Nos. 1-2). The plant is well established in
Oregon and Washington across thousands of acres of intertidal mudflats and sandflats
that lack permanent macrophyte cover. The dwarf eelgrass detected in Humboldt County
estuaries constitutes the southern extent of the species’ (introduced) range in the Eastern
Pacific, and its detection in Humboldt Bay in 2002 marked the first time the species was
encountered in California.
After the initial discovery of the nonnative plant in 2002, representatives from NOAAFisheries, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, the Department of Fish and Game (DFG),
University of California Sea Grant, Humboldt State University, and U.C. Davis met to
assess the available information on Z. japonica and the extent of its occurrence in
Humboldt Bay. A survey was initiated that covered over 47 km of shoreline and found
no additional areas containing dwarf eelgrass beyond the original population discovered
along the western shoreline of Indian Island. Unlike several major estuaries in the Pacific
Northwest, Humboldt Bay does not have a major infestation of dwarf eelgrass, which
makes the prospects for complete eradication achievable. It was the consensus of this
group and additional marine scientists that a dwarf eelgrass eradication program needed
to be undertaken to guard against the ecological risks associated with a proliferation of
dwarf eelgrass in the region and to ensure the protection of habitat for the region’s native
eelgrass, Zostera marina, which also grows on intertidal mudflats in the area.
Patches, or “beds,” of native eelgrass serve as important shelter and foraging habitat for a
variety of fish and wildlife species and constitute environmentally sensitive habitat under
the Coastal Act. The beds provide cover for juvenile fish, including threatened and
endangered salmonids, and in some locations serve as a spawning ground for herring.
Native eelgrass beds are classified as “Essential Fish Habitat” under the MagnusonStevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act because they are considered
necessary for fish to spawn, breed, feed, or grow to maturity. In addition, the beds
provide foraging habitat for numerous species of shorebirds and waterfowl, including
Pacific black brant, small migratory geese that feed almost exclusively on the native
eelgrass.
Because the invasive dwarf eelgrass is capable of rapid expansion over non-vegetated
mudflats once established in an estuary, the species is capable of displacing native
eelgrass, which in turn directly impacts available shelter and foraging habitat for a variety
of fish and wildlife species. Although dwarf eelgrass may provide habitat for some
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species (e.g., black brant and other migratory waterfowl are known to feed on dwarf
eelgrass as well as native eelgrass), studies have shown that key invertebrate species,
such as the burrowing ghost shrimp, a favored prey of a variety of native shorebird
species, are not found in dwarf eelgrass beds as frequently as they are found in native
eelgrass beds. In addition, the growth habit of dwarf eelgrass is such that the physical
structure of the mid- to upper-intertidal zones is altered where the invasive plant occurs.
Dwarf eelgrass often forms a dense, sod-like root matrix that completely covers the
substrate surface. This sod-like macrophyte cover, in turn, detrimentally impacts
(displaces) the feeding grounds of several species of resident and migratory shorebirds,
including whimbrel, long-billed curlews, willets, marbled godwits, and others, that forage
on the diversity of benthic fauna that inhabit the open mudflats of Humboldt Bay.
Herring, smelt, sardines, and anchovies also feed on the benthic invertebrates, and these
species are in turn the prey base of green sturgeon as well as rearing and returning
salmonids.
Due to the potential ecological impacts that could result from the unchecked spread of
dwarf eelgrass in the region, the Executive Director authorized the DFG to undertake
emergency eradication work of dwarf eelgrass in 2002 and 2003 soon after its initial
discovery in the bay under Emergency Permit Nos. 1-02-153-G and 1-03-017-G (Exhibit
No. 5). Approximately 29 m3 of dwarf eelgrass beds were removed from the western
shoreline of Indian Island by manually excavating the plants to a depth below the
rhizomes (approximately 10 cm). Spoils were transported to an upland disposal site on
Indian Island above Mean Higher High Water (MHHW) and on the interior side of a
man-made berm (see location map in Exhibit No. 5). Yearly monitoring of dwarf eelgrass
along the Indian Island shoreline by a team of scientists and volunteers coordinated by
DFG and U.C. Sea Grant has shown a steady decrease in population size since 2007, after
a period of exponential growth between 2002 and 2003.
Bay-wide surveys for dwarf eelgrass have occurred every year since the species’ initial
detection in the bay in 2002. To date, the nonnative plant has been discovered at a
handful of additional sites in northern Humboldt Bay including Manila, Mad River
Slough, Wallace Ranch, the Arcata Marsh and Wildlife Sanctuary, and the Arcata
Wastewater Treatment Plant (Exhibit No. 2). In addition, dwarf eelgrass was detected in
the Eel River estuary south of the bay in 2008, at various sites in McNulty Slough
(Exhibit No. 2). Additional eradication work has been authorized in these areas under
various de minimis waivers granted over the past three years (see Substantive File
Documents, Page 2).
In addition to survey and eradication efforts, DFG and U.C. Sea Grant have monitored
the known dwarf eelgrass populations to assess the success of the eradication program,
the efficacy of the various manual removal techniques that have been employed
(described in more detail below), and the ability of native eelgrass to recolonize areas
where dwarf eelgrass has been eradicated. A quantitative summary of the amount of
dwarf eelgrass removed from Humboldt Bay from 2004-2009 is shown in Exhibit No. 4.
Results of a study designed to test the efficacy of different eradication methods are shown
in Exhibit No. 6. Essentially, an “early detection, rapid response” strategy is believed to
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be the most effective way to combat the invasive species. However, early detection of
dwarf eelgrass is challenging because (a) the habitat it occupies is only exposed at tides
of 2.0 ft MLLW or lower, (b) these intertidal mudflats where the habitat occurs are not
easily traversed, and (c) the very narrow blades of the nonnative eelgrass make the plant
easy to miss. The surveys are therefore quite labor-intensive, as is removal of the plant,
since the heavy bags of excavated mud and plant material must be hauled off site for
disposal.
B.

Proposed Project Description

The applicant proposes to continue to survey for dwarf eelgrass in Humboldt Bay and the
Eel River estuary, to eradicate the species wherever it is found using a variety of
eradication techniques, as described below (and in Exhibit No. 3), and to monitor for
revegetation in affected areas. Surveys, monitoring, and eradication efforts would be
conducted between the months of April and December for a period of 10 years.
Survey teams would consist of two to four persons, and surveys would be conducted at
low tides of 2 ft MLLW or lower. All locations of dwarf eelgrass are proposed to be
marked using GPS coordinates and 2-foot-long, 1-inch-diameter plastic PVC piping. The
PVC stakes would remain in place for one-year post-eradication to monitor for re-growth
of dwarf eelgrass. Prior to removing any dwarf eelgrass plants, data would be collected
on patch diameter and percent cover. Two-inch-deep core samples would be taken from
each patch for subsequent lab analysis of vegetative and reproductive shoot density and
biomass. These data would allow for comparison of the amount of material removed to
previous years.
The various removal and eradication methods to be employed are described below. The
preferred removal method or combination of methods to be used at any given dwarf
eelgrass occurrence would be selected to achieve maximum eradication effectiveness
based on patch size, density, location, site accessibility, and other factors (see Exhibit No.
3). All plant material and associated mud removed would be placed in heavy-gauge
plastic bags and transported off-site for disposal at a permitted landfill. The removal and
eradication methods include the following:
1.

Excavation

The proposed excavation method involves manually excavating dwarf eelgrass patches
with shovels to a depth below the rhizomes (approximately 4 inches). Spoils are proposed
to be placed in heavy-gauge plastic bags and hauled off site for disposal.
2.

Covering

The proposed covering method involves placing squares of perforated black plastic and
carpet across patches of dwarf eelgrass, securing each corner of the carpet and plastic to
four wooden corner stakes to ensure the materials stay in place, and placing large river
rock on top of the carpet to further secure materials in place with adequate weight. The
method kills the invasive plant by light deprivation. The covering would be left in place
for approximately four weeks, after which point all materials would be removed.
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3.

Heat Treatments

Thermal heat control, when effective, offers several advantages: less physical disruption
than excavation, no chemical discharges, no temporary fill placed in the estuary (as is
necessary with the proposed covering treatment, as described above), and minimal, shortterm impacts to non-target organisms. There are four different methods of heat treatment
proposed, as follows:
a) Flame Heat
The flame heat method proposes to use a hand-held propane flame weeder to produce a
controlled and directed flame to sear above-ground plant material. The intense heat sears
the leaves, causing the cells to expand and burst. Evidence of treatment effectiveness
takes one to three days. The flame weeder would be administered for approximately 5
minutes at each site to effectively kill the invasive weed. This method is proposed for
drier sites, such as Indian Island.
b) Hot Water
The hot water method proposes to deliver hot water (205-208° F, just below the boiling
point) to dwarf eelgrass patches via a supply hose and treatment wand. The hot water is
generated from a computer-controlled boiler mounted on a trailer operated from the boat
ramp or levee. Thus, this method can only be implemented at sites that are relatively
accessible (e.g., portions of McNulty Slough population). An advantage of this method
over flame weeders is that has demonstrated effectiveness in wet environments.
c) Infrared Radiant Heat
The infrared radiant heat method involves the use of a hand-held propane burner aimed at
a ceramic element or steel plate that radiates heat up to 1,800° F. Advantages of this
method are portability (and thus an option for less accessible locations) and absence of
open flame.
d) Cartridge Heaters
This proposed method involves inserting small (ranging from 6-inches-long to 2-feetlong) cartridge heaters into the mud to heat up the top six inches of substrate (where the
shallow root system of dwarf eelgrass is located). Heaters would be outfitted with
waterproof connectors and cables and powered by a generator. A barge may be used to
access infested sites using this method.
As discussed above, the applicant is requesting authorization for the proposed work for a
period of 10 years. In addition, the applicant is requesting permanent authorization for the
extracted plant material and associated mud spoils placed at the disposal site above
MHHW and on the interior side of an existing man-made berm on the western side of
Indian Island under the emergency permit issued in 2003. The site has not been used for
disposal since 2003; however, the spoils remain from the initial excavation work.
Although the applicant is requesting permission to allow the spoils site to persist, the
applicant does not propose to utilize the site for spoils disposal in the future.
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The following measures, among others, have been proposed by the Department to
minimize potential impacts to coastal resources (see Exhibit No. 3):

C.

•

Surveyors will access Z. japonica sites at low tides wearing “mudders” to reduce
mudflat compaction;

•

Field crew members will be trained to recognize and avoid rare plants and will
avoid trampling of native plants to the maximum extent feasible;

•

If possible hand trowels will be used for excavation in locations where the native
vegetation (e.g., native eelgrass) is in dense association with Z. japonica to
minimize the uprooting of native vegetation;

•

When removing material through excavation, bags of spoils will be carried rather
than dragged through the mud;

•

All tools, garage bags, and staking materials will be removed from the project site
after treatment has been completed.
Protection of Marine Resources & ESHA

Coastal Act Section 30107.5 defines “environmentally sensitive habitat area” as:
…any area in which plant or animal life or their habitats are either rare or especially
valuable because of their special nature or role in an ecosystem and which could be
easily disturbed or degraded by human activities and developments.

Coastal Act Section 30240 states as follows:
(a) Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against any significant
disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on such resources shall be allowed
within such areas.
(b) Development in areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas and parks
and recreation areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which would
significantly degrade those areas, and shall be compatible with the continuance of those
habitat and recreation areas.

Coastal Act Section 30230 states as follows:
Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced, and where feasible, restored. Special
protection shall be given to areas and species of special biological or economic
significance. Uses of the marine environment shall be carried out in a manner that will
sustain the biological productivity of coastal waters and that will maintain healthy
populations of all species of marine organisms adequate for long-term commercial,
recreational, scientific, and educational purposes.

Section 30240(a) of the Coastal Act limits activities within environmentally sensitive
habitat areas (ESHAs) only to uses that are dependent on the resources of the ESHA. In
addition, ESHA must be protected against any significant disruption of habitat values.
Section 30230 requires that marine resources be maintained, enhanced, and, where
feasible restored and uses of the marine environment be carried out in a manner that will
sustain the biological productivity of coastal waters and maintain healthy populations of
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all species of marine organisms adequate for long-term commercial, recreational,
scientific, and educational purposes.
As discussed above, the intertidal mudflats of Humboldt Bay and the Eel River estuaries
constitute environmentally sensitive habitat under the Coastal Act for a variety of
reasons. The native eelgrass beds that inhabit the intertidal mudflats serve as important
shelter and foraging habitat for a variety of fish and wildlife species. The eelgrass beds
provide cover for juvenile fish, including threatened and endangered salmonids, and in
some locations serve as a spawning ground for herring. In addition, the eelgrass beds
provide foraging habitat for numerous species of shorebirds and waterfowl, such as
Pacific black brant. Furthermore, the non-vegetated, open mudflats of the bay and
estuaries serve as vital feeding grounds for several species of resident and migratory
shorebirds and waterfowl that forage on the diversity of benthic fauna that inhabit these
areas. Herring, smelt, sardines, and anchovies also feed on the benthic invertebrates, and
these species are in turn the prey base of green sturgeon as well as rearing and returning
salmonids.
The purpose of the proposed project is to protect and restore the native species and
natural functions of the intertidal habitats of Humboldt Bay and Eel River estuaries
through the eradication of an exotic plant using various eradication methods. Thus, as the
project is inherently for restoration purposes, the Commission finds that the proposed
exotic plant removal activities within the environmentally sensitive intertidal habitats are
for a use dependent on the resources of the ESHA, consistent with Section 30240 of the
Coastal Act. Furthermore, the primary purpose of the project is to maintain native marine
species and habitats, including native eelgrass beds and open mudflat intertidal habitat,
consistent with Section 30230 of the Coastal Act.
As discussed above, Section 30230 of the Coastal Act requires that uses of the marine
environment be carried out in a manner that will sustain the biological productivity of
coastal waters and maintain healthy populations of all species of marine organisms
adequate for long-term commercial, recreational, scientific, and educational purposes. In
addition, Section 30240(a) requires that ESHA shall be protected against any significant
disruption of habitat values. Through the Army Corps of Engineers permitting process
for the proposed project, the Corps consulted informally with NOAA-Fisheries on the
project’s potential effects on threatened and endangered salmonids (Southern
Oregon/Northern California Coast (SONCC) coho salmon, California Coastal (CC)
Chinook salmon, Northern California (NC) Steelhead), Southern District Population
Segment (DPS) North American green sturgeon, salmon and sturgeon critical habitats,
and Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) for Pacific Coast Salmon, Pacific Coast Groundfish,
and Coastal Pelagic Fish. The NOAA-Fisheries informal consultation concluded that
“Based on the proposed timing and location of the project, which will occur at low tide
when the Project sites are dewatered, the limited amount and short-term nature of
sediment release, the ability of benthic invertebrates to rapidly re-colonize intertidal
habitat, and the expectation that no further or future negative impacts to the area will
occur as a result of this project…the Project is not likely to adversely affect threatened
SONCC coho salmon CC Chinook salmon, NC steelhead, Southern DPS green sturgeon,
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or their critical habitats. In addition, the Project is expected to allow for the
recolonization of native eelgrass due to the removal of invasive vegetation.” NOAAFisheries further concluded that EFH for Pacific Coast Salmon, Pacific Coast Groundfish,
and Coastal Pelagic Fish “will improve due to the removal of invasive vegetation and
subsequent recolonization of native eelgrass.” NOAA-Fisheries found that no EFH
conservation recommendations were necessary “to avoid, minimize, mitigate, or
otherwise offset the adverse effects to EFH” since the anticipated adverse effects of the
proposed project are so minimal.
The applicant has proposed various mitigation measures and best management practices
to protect sensitive species and habitats through the course of the proposed dwarf eelgrass
eradication program. These include the following: (a) surveyors will access Z. japonica
sites at low tides wearing “mudders” or equivalent footwear designed to reduce mudflat
compaction; (b) field crew members will be trained to recognize and avoid rare plants
and will avoid trampling of native plants to the maximum extent feasible; (c) hand
trowels will be used for excavation where feasible in locations where the native
vegetation (e.g., native eelgrass) is in dense association with Z. japonica to minimize the
uprooting of native vegetation; (d) when removing material through excavation, bags of
spoils will be carried rather than dragged through the mud; and (e) all tools, garage bags,
and staking materials will be removed from the project site after treatment has been
completed. The Commission attaches Special Condition No. 1 to require adherence to
the best management practices proposed by the applicant as well as the following
additional measure: (f) all spoils generated from excavation activities shall be hauled offsite for disposal; no additional spoils shall be placed at the upland spoils disposal site on
Indian Island previously authorized under emergency permits in 2002 and 2003.
As discussed above, the spoils site has not been used for disposal since 2003 and is not
proposed for continued disposal activities; however, the spoils remain from the initial
excavation work, and the applicant is requesting permission to allow the spoils site to
persist. A rare plant survey and wetland survey was conducted at the site by a DFG
biologist in 2003 prior to placement of the spoils from the initial dwarf eelgrass removal
work (see Exhibit No. 5). At that time the site was described as “degraded” and
dominated by European beach grass (Ammophila arenaria). The site was revisited in
February of 2009 to discern how the site has recovered since the initial spoils placement.
The area was completely recolonized with additional European beach grass vegetation,
thereby disguising any evidence of spoils placement at that location (see photos, Exhibit
No. 3).
The finding that the proposed project constitutes “a use dependent on the resources of the
ESHA” is based, in part, on the assumption that the proposed exotic plant removal will be
successful in restoring native estuarine habitat values as proposed. Should the project be
unsuccessful, or worse, if the proposed impacts of the project actually result in long term
degradation of the habitat, the proposed development would not be for “restoration
purposes” and therefore not a use dependent on the resources of the ESHA. Monitoring
the effectiveness of the restoration activities is essential to ensuring protection of the
habitat. Therefore, Special Condition No. 2 requires that an annual monitoring report be
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submitted to the Executive Director to demonstrate how the objectives of Special
Condition No. 1 are being met. In addition, the annual monitoring report must describe:
(a) the locations of all dwarf eelgrass patches discovered to date, including any new
patches located in the current monitoring year; (b) the method(s) of eradication
implemented at each dwarf eelgrass patch; (c) a quantitative summary of the amount of
dwarf eelgrass removed from each location each year; and (d) a recovery assessment of
each treatment site to assess whether the dwarf eelgrass has been successfully eliminated
from the site and whether or not native estuarine habitat values (e.g., recolonization of the
site by native eelgrass and/or benthic fauna) have been restored in the area following
dwarf eelgrass eradication. Special Condition No. 2 also requires submittal of a final
monitoring report, prepared by a qualified biologist, at the end of the 10-year reporting
period to evaluate whether the restoration project has been unsuccessful, in part, or in
whole, in eliminating dwarf eelgrass from each treatment site or has resulted in habitat
degradation at any of the treatment sites. If the final monitoring report indicates that the
restoration project has been unsuccessful, the applicant shall submit a revised or
supplemental restoration program to compensate for those portions of the original
program which did not meet the approved goals and objectives. The revised restoration
program shall be processed as an amendment to this coastal development permit, unless
the Executive Director determines that no amendment is legally required
The applicant has requested permit authorization for a period of 10 years. Special
Condition No. 3 specifies that the permit termination date will be 10 years from the date
of Commission action on the CDP application. Additional invasive plant removal
activities after that date will require a new coastal development permit. Information from
the annual monitoring reports required by Special Condition No. 2, including the required
assessments of the recovery of native habitat values at each treatment site, will help
inform the Commission’s decision in its consideration of a future permit or permit
amendment application for additional dwarf eelgrass eradication work in these
environmentally sensitive habitat areas.
For all of the reasons discussed above, the Commission finds that the proposed project, as
conditioned, is consistent with Sections 30240 and 30230 of the Coastal Act, as: (1) the
development approved within ESHA is for a use dependent on the resources of the
environmentally sensitive intertidal habitats and as conditioned will not result in a
significant disruption to ESHA; and (2) the uses of the marine environment as
conditioned will be carried out in a manner that will sustain the biological productivity of
coastal waters and maintain healthy populations of all species of marine organisms
adequate for long-term commercial, recreational, scientific, and educational purposes.
D.

Public Access

Coastal Act Sections 30210, 30211, and 30212 require the provision of maximum public
access opportunities, with limited exceptions. Coastal Act Section 30210 requires, in
applicable part, that maximum public access and recreational opportunities be provided
when consistent with public safety, private property rights, and natural resource
protection. Section 30211 requires, in applicable part, that development not interfere
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with the public’s right of access to the sea where acquired through use (i.e., potential
prescriptive rights or rights of implied dedication). Section 30212 requires, in applicable
part, that public access from the nearest public roadway to the shoreline and along the
coast be provided in new development projects, except in certain instances, such as when
adequate access exists nearby or when the provision of public access would be
inconsistent with public safety. In applying Sections 30211 and 30212, the Commission
is limited by the need to show that any denial of a permit application based on these
sections, or any decision to grant a permit subject to special conditions requiring public
access, is necessary to avoid or offset a project’s adverse impact on existing or potential
public access.
The proposed project will be conducted during periods of low tide on public trust
tidelands of Humboldt Bay and the Eel River estuary. The proposed invasive species
eradication work will not interfere with use of these public trust lands. Furthermore, the
proposed work will not interfere with boat traffic in the bay, as work will not occur
within the navigable channels.
Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed project does not have any significant
adverse effect on public access, and the project as proposed without new public access is
consistent with the requirements of Coastal Act Sections 30210, 30211, and 30212.
E.

Other Approvals

The applicant has received various other approvals for the proposed project, as listed on
Page 2. As noted, the project requires review and approval by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (Corps) pursuant to Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water Act (PL 95-217).
The Corps has issued Permit No. 2003-276780 dated November 2, 2010, which expires
on October 31, 2015. Thus, additional authorization from the Corps will be required to
conduct the project during the remainder of the time period that the invasive plant survey
and removal activities are authorized by CDP No. 1-10-005, for the period from
November 1, 2015 through December 16, 2020.
Pursuant to the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act, any permit issued by a federal
agency for activities that affect the coastal zone must be consistent with the coastal zone
management program for that state. Under agreements between the Coastal Commission
and the USACE, the Corps will not issue a permit until the Coastal Commission approves
a federal consistency certification for the project or approves a permit. To ensure that any
additional permit ultimately approved by the Corps for additional eradication work after
October 31, 2015 is the same as the project authorized herein, the Commission attaches
Special Condition No. 4. This special condition requires the applicant to submit to the
Executive Director, prior to commencement of any development between the dates of
November 1, 2015 and December 16, 2020, evidence of the Corps’ approval of the
project. The condition also requires that any project changes resulting from the Corps’
approval not be incorporated into the project until the applicant obtains any necessary
amendments to this coastal development permit.
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F.

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)

The Department of Fish & Game served as the lead agency for the project for CEQA
purposes. The Department determined the proposed project to be subject to the “Class 7”
categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15307 (CCR Tit. 14, §
15307).
Section 13906 of the California Code of Regulation requires Commission approval of a
coastal development permit application to be supported by findings showing that the
application, as modified by any conditions of approval, is consistent with any applicable
requirements of the CEQA. Public Resources Code Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA
prohibits a proposed development from being approved if there are feasible alternatives
or feasible mitigation measures available, which would significantly lessen any
significant effect that the activity may have on the environment.
The Commission incorporates its findings on conformity with Coastal Act policies at this
point as if set forth in full. These findings address and respond to all public comments
regarding potential significant adverse environmental effects of the project that were
received prior to preparation of the staff report. As discussed herein in the findings
addressing the consistency of the proposed project with the Coastal Act, the proposed
project has been conditioned in order to be found consistent with the policies of the
Coastal Act. As specifically discussed in these above findings which are hereby
incorporated by reference, mitigation measures which will minimize all adverse
environmental impact have been required. As conditioned, there are no feasible
alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available, beyond those required, which
would substantially lessen any significant adverse impact that the activity would have on
the environment. Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed project, as
conditioned to mitigate the identified impacts, can be found consistent with the
requirements of the Coastal Act and to conform to CEQA.

V.

EXHIBITS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Regional Location Map
Known Zostera japonica Locations in Humboldt Bay & the Eel River Estuary
Proposed Project Description
Amount of Dwarf Eelgrass Removed from Humboldt Bay 2004-2009
Copies of Emergency Permit Nos. 1-02-053-G & 1-03-017-G
Results of Treatment Method Effectiveness Study
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APPENDIX A
STANDARD CONDITIONS

1.

Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and
development shall not commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the
permittee or authorized agent, acknowledging receipt of the permit and
acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned to the Commission office.

2.

Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two
years from the date on which the Commission voted on the application.
Development shall be pursued in a diligent manner and completed in a
reasonable period of time. Application for extension of the permit must be
made prior to the expiration date.

3.

Interpretation. Any questions of intent of interpretation of any condition will
be resolved by the Executive Director or the Commission.

4.

Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided
assignee files with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and
conditions of the permit.

5.

Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall
be perpetual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to
bind all future owners and possessors of the subject property to the terms and
conditions.

